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• Define Health Literacy

• Why is Health Literacy Important?

• Look at Literacy and Cognition

• Examine Plain Language

• How to Write Plain and Simple Materials
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Workshop Objectives
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What is Health Literacy?
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Which of these tells us more about a person’s 

health?

• Age

• Income

• Literacy Skills

• Education Level

• Ethnic Group

• Average beer intake on the weekend
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Did you know?

“Health Literacy and Patient Safety: Help Patients Understand.” American Medical Association. 2007.
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“Health Literacy is the degree to which individuals have

the capacity to obtain, process, and understand basic

health information and services needed to make

appropriate health decisions and follow instructions for

treatment.”  - Healthy People 2020

What is health literacy?

U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, Healthy People 2020

Health literacy is a shared issue.
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For most people, medicine is a foreign country, with 

its own language, customs, and mores. My patients 

are immigrants to this country, and many feel very 

disoriented. My job, as their doctor is to translate this 

alien world for them, to help them acclimatize and 

hopefully thrive.

– Danielle Ofri, M.D., Ph.D. 

“

”

An Alien World…
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 People will tell you if they have trouble reading. 

 Most people with limited literacy have low IQs.

 The number of years of school  tells you how well a 

person can read.
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Health Literacy: True or False?



z The Facts

Most health information is written at the 10th grade 

level or higher, but…

o The average person in the U.S. reads at an 8th

grade level; 20% read at the 5th grade level or 

below. 

o 40% of seniors read at or below the 5th grade 

level.

o 50% of African-Americans and Hispanics read at 

or below the 5th grade reading level.

“Health Literacy Statistics At-A-Glance.” National Patient Safety Foundation Teaching Patients with Low 
Literacy Skills: 2nd Edition. Doak, Doak, & Root, 1996.
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Why is Health Literacy Important?



zHealth Problems of Low Health Literacy

In peer reviewed research, low health literacy has been 

linked to:

• Less ability to understand labels and health messages

• Less ability to follow medicine instructions

• Lower ability to access/get health care

• More use of the hospital

• Greater use of emergency services

• Poor overall health 

• Higher death rates in older people

• Shorter life span

• Worse physical and mental health 
Source: USU Center for Health Disparities [Research and Education], Health Literacy Presentation by Jaime R. 

Lanier, MPH Director of Community Outreach & Eduardo Pezo, MPH
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Terry Davis, PhD
Credit to American College of Physicians Foundation

What is it like to be a patient with low health literacy?
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Preventable Readmissions

75% of readmissions can be prevented. – CMS

75% of readmissions that can be prevented happen from poor 

communication. 

– The Joint Commission

Statistical Brief, 2007 Dept. of State Health Services; Texas Hospital Inpatient Discharge Public Use Data File 
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z Costs of Low Health Literacy

Low health literacy costs…

•$7,500 more per year/person

• $238 billion every year in the U.S.

Vernon, John A., PhD.“Low Health Literacy: Implications for National Health Policy.” October, 2007. 
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Literacy and Cognition 

(How we understand things)

© Literacy Coalition of Central Texas, 2011



zHow does low health literacy feel?

1. What is this passage about? 

2. What do you need to do first? 

3. For what do you need to check? 

4. How do you remove bubbles? 
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First, ward the deriuqer rebmun of stinu of ria into the egnirys by 

gnillup the regnulp back. Syawla measure erusaem from the top of 

the regnulp. Tresni the eldeen into the rebbur reppots of the nilusni

elttob. Hsup the regnulp nwod and evael the eldeen in the elttob. 

Nurt the elttob and egnirys nwod-edispu and llup kcab on the 

regnulp. Kcehc the egnirys for ria selbbub. To evomer ria selbbub, 

tap the egnirys. Evomer the eldeen from the nilusni elttob. Ylluferac

ecalper the pac on the eldeen.
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Low Literate High Literate

Read Slowly Read Quickly

Sound Out Words Read Words and 

Sentences with ease

Read Word for Word Read for Meaning

Have Difficulty Making Meaning

Differences in Low or High Literacy Readers
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• Make simple communication the standard 

= Universal Precautions

• Notice warning signs of low health literacy:

 Behaviors

 Responses to written information

 Responses to questions about healthy behaviors 

Finding People with Low Health Literacy

Universal Health Literacy Precautions Toolkit. Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality. 2010.
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Plain Language



z So Many Words!

The pre-adolescent human situated her corporeal 

mass upon the structure intended for respite.  She 

was ingesting a combination of high-fat solids and 

exudates derived from a common bovine excretion.  

An arachnid perambulated into her propinquity and 

lowered its corporeal mass in juxtaposition to hers.  

Her trepidation precipitated a phobic response 

which impelled her to alter her spatial coordinates 

at a rapid velocity.

-Yvette Wingate, Ed.D., Presentation at 2014 UNTHSC Health Literacy Symposium



z Living Room Language!

Little Miss Muffet

Sat on a tuffet, 

Eating her curds and whey;

Along came a spider, 

Who sat down beside her,

And frightened Miss Muffet away.

-Yvette Wingate, Ed.D., Presentation at 2014 UNTHSC Health Literacy Symposium
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DBRITE

TAEP

TDL

S

TDWR

ATB

Endocrine

ACE-IDS

STARS

Urinalysis

ETVS

CTAS

DVRS

ICAO
ITWS

pb-ICE

Toxin
IPDS

CABG

BID

TWIP

ASOS

ASR

IWG

TVSR

Symptoms

FDIO

FDAD

FIAT

TDW

DEDS

IPT
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Jargon and Acronyms
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My Dentist told me I need a crown…

I was like, I know right???

Jargon and Medical Words



z What is Plain Language?

Communication that people can understand the 

first time they hear or read.
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Medical Term Plain Language

Benign

Daily

Negative Test

Prevention

Hypertension

Oral Medication

Glucose
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Plain Language

Not cancer

Normal (That is good!)

Stopping from happening

High blood pressure

Pills, medicine you take by mouth

Every day 

Blood sugar
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 Shows people focus

 Gives easy information

 Helps people get health care 

 Reduces time spent explaining

 Helps people follow directions

 Reduces phone calls
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Why Use Plain Language?
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 NOT…  BUT…

What do I want to say? What does the person

need to know?

How can I meet my needs? How can I meet the 

people’s needs?

How can I look important?     How can I clearly talk

to the person?
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Focus Outward… On the Person
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 NOT…

Following safety precautions can prevent foodborne illness.

 BUT…

Follow these rules to avoid getting sick from food: 

• Cook meat until it is not pink in the middle. 

• Wash your hands after touching raw meat. 

• Wash fresh fruits and vegetables before eating them. 

• Keep hot food hot and cold food cold. 
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Key Messages – Exact Actions
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 NOT…

Do not ride your bicycle without wearing a helmet. 

Do not expose yourself to chemicals that could cause adverse 

health issues.

 BUT…

Wear your helmet every time you ride your bicycle. 

Stay healthy by staying away from chemicals.
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Key Messages – Positive and Simple
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 Most Important Messages First

 Limit Number of Messages (No more than 3-7 bullets)

 Keep it Short and Positive (Like talking to friend)

 Clearly State What’s Needed

 Tell them What They’ll Get
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Key Messages
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Materials Matter

(Facts and Friendly)

1. Know Your Audience (Habits, Likes and Health)

2. Know other Key Facts (gender, race/ethnicity, location, 

beliefs, needs, behaviors, culture, literacy skills, and 

current knowledge about identified topic)

3. Determine Best Way(s) to Communicate (print, audio, 

video, web, mobile…)

4. Give Key Points with Actionable Steps

30
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5. Test Draft with Audience

6. Change from the Suggestions

7. Decide how to Distribute (mail, brochure, display, 

web page, app…)

8. Find out if Helpful, Understood and Actionable?
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Materials Matter

(Facts and Friendly)
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Plain and Simple Materials
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• Person-friendly, easy to read design

• Plain language 

• One or two syllable words, short sentences

• Short paragraphs

• Bullet points to present information in “bite-sized 

nuggets”

• Content limited to one or two key objectives

• White space
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Lower Health Literacy Demand Materials
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 Stick with one font. Serif font, size 11 – 13

 Avoid using all CAPS. Use upper and lower case 

letters. All CAPS are hard to read. 

 Limit the use of italics. These are hard to read. 

 Limit total text. Too much makes busy. 

 Limit use of light letters on dark background.

 Use dark letters on light background. 
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Lower Health Literacy Demand Materials
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• Use Words for Audience; Test with People

• Use Titles, Tables and Graphs

• Positive, Friendly Tone

• Short Sentences; Clear and Concise

• Common Words; Concrete vs. Abstract

• Well Organized

• Personal Stories, Quotations or Dialogue
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NIH, CDC and APHSA



z Readability Scores

Longer

Words
Short

Words

4-Word

Sentences

25-Word

Sentences
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Audience
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z Graphics
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Anatomically Placed 

Graphics

Good Use of 

Headings Too Much Text Simple
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Not enough  

white 

space…

Too much 

text

Text and Visual Appeal
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Good Use of 

Question 

Headings
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Visuals

Pictures
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Bullet Points

Clear and 

Concise
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Headings or 

Titles

Chunked and 

Bulleted

Fonts
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Serif 11-13

Use plain text; 

Avoid All 

bold, ALLS 

CAPS and All 

italics
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Important 

info first

Make it look easy42 Good Use 

of Tables
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Pronouns:

 Speak directly to readers

 Make your writing relevant to readers

 Require less translation from your readers

 Eliminate words

Effective Use:

 Use “we” to refer to your agency

 Use “you” for the reader

 If you are using Q&A format, use “I” in the questions and 

“you” in the text
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Using Pronouns
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 Passive Voice

Is wordy and confusing:

The registration must be 

completed by the 

applicant and received 

by the financial office at 

the time designated by 

that office.

Active Voice

Is concise and clear: 

We must receive your 

completed registration 

by the deadline that 

we gave you.
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Use Active not Passive Voice
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 Excess and/or unauthorized expenses, delays, or 

luxury accommodations and services will not be 

reimbursed by the company, but will be borne by the 

employee. 

 Your application has been denied by the Department of 

State.

 The submission you filed will be reviewed by the 

judges. 
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Passive to Active Voice Exercise
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 The company will not reimburse you for:

• Extra Expenses,

• Delays, or

• Luxury Accommodations and Services.

 The State Department has denied your  application.

 The judges will review your submission. 
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Passive to Active Voice Exercise
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Excess words
Some common sources of wordiness

• Passive voice  

• Redundancies

• Prepositional phrases

• Hidden verbs

• Unnecessary modifiers

• Failure to use pronouns

Excess content

Think about your purpose, your topic, and your 

audience.  If content doesn’t fit your goals, take it out!
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Short and Sweet
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Once the patient’s goals are established, one or 

more potential treatments are identified. A 

preliminary treatment plan for presentation to the 

patient is developed. 

The proposal is presented to the patient who agrees 

to consider an individualized treatment plan that 

meets the needs of the patient and based on their 

circumstance, insurance and desires.
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Let’s Practice Both Pronouns & Active Voice
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With Pronouns and Active Voice…

 Once we decide on your goals, we 

find one or more possible 

treatments. 

 We write a first draft to send to 

you.

 You agree on a plan that meets 

both your own and your medical 

needs.
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Once the patient’s goals are 

established, one or more 

potential treatments are 

identified. A preliminary 

treatment plan for presentation 

to the patient is developed. 

The proposal is presented to 

the patient who agrees to 

consider an individualized 

treatment plan that meets the 

needs of the patient and based 

on their circumstance, 

insurance and desires.
54 words
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 Once we decide on 

your goals, we find one 

or more possible 

treatments. 

 We write a first draft to 

send to you.

 You agree on a plan 

that meets both your 

own and your medical 

needs.

39  words

Plain Language…Less Words
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Let’s Practice



z
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Practice Material: Original
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Practice Material: Original
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Practice Material: Revision
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Practice Material: Revision



z Questions
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